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Abstract: The time delay signature (TDS) properties in ring network of three mutually coupled
semiconductor lasers (MCSLs) are investigated quantitatively. The evolution pattern of TDS, which is
quantified via the auto-correlation function, for ring network with identical coupling delays as well as
with heterogeneous coupling delays are discussed and compared. The effects of coupling strength,
frequency detuning and injection current are mainly examined. The parameter regions contributing to
successful TDS concealment are identified. It is found that, three sets of chaotic signals with TDS
concealment can be simultaneously generated in ring network of three MCSLs under certain condition,
and the TDS is mainly affected by injection current and coupling strength, but is not so sensitive to the
frequency detuning. To obtain low TDS, larger injection current and smaller coupling strength are
desired. Besides, by intentionally introducing heterogeneous coupling delays in the ring network, the
TDS can be better concealed in much wider parameter regions compared to the network with identical
coupling delays, which is highly desirable for the chaos-based random bit generators.
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Chaotic semiconductor lasers (SLs) have become promising candidates in various fields such
as high-speed secure communications [1]-[5], and high speed random bit generation (RBG) [6]-[7].
For the majority schemes to generate chaotic signals in SLs, delayed self-feedback or delayed
coupling are commonly adopted due to their inherent wide bandwidth and dynamical complexity.
In the literature, single SL system subject to delayed optical feedback, and two coupled SL
systems, including unidirectional coupling and mutual coupling configurations, are mainly
considered. However, recent findings indicate that the time delay signature (TDS) can be retrieved
from the chaotic intensity or phase time series by chaotic time series analysis techniques [8]-[9]. The
exposure of TDS seriously threatens the security of chaotic communication systems and also
reduces the randomness of RBG.
Recently, many effective techniques have been proposed and demonstrated in order to
conceal the TDS in SLs system [10]-[16]. For example, Wu et al experimentally and numerically
demonstrated that the TDS could be concealed from the intensity chaotic time series by using
double optical feedback in SL [10]. Besides, Li et al numerically predicted that the TDS
suppression could be realized in SLs subject to distributed feedbacks from a fiber Bragg grating
[11]
. Wang et al experimentally and numerically demonstrated that the signatures of laser relaxation
oscillation and external-cavity resonance could be both completely suppressed in the
heterodyne-generated chaos [15]. Xiang et al further predicted that, by simply adopting SL with low
nonlinear gain factor, better TDS concealment can be achieved in much wider parameter region
for conventional external cavity SLs without introducing any system complexity, which provided
a complementary method to the existing techniques by controlling the external parameters [16].
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Additionally, as two sets of chaotic signals can be simultaneously generated in parallel in mutually
coupled SLs (MSCLs), the TDS properties in MCSLs have also received much attention [17]-[19].
For example, Wu et al demonstrated that two sets of chaotic signals with TDS concealment could
be simultaneously generated in two mutually-coupled SLs system, by careful adjusting the
coupling strength and frequency detuning [17]. However, for the reported schemes proposed to
conceal TDS in mutually-coupled SLs, a common issue is that the parameters regions contribute to
successful TDS concealment are still relative narrow.
Note that, the majority techniques adopted to obtain TDS concealment focused on single SL
system or two coupled SLs system. Recently, the chaos synchronization properties in
semiconductor laser network have received much attention[20]-[23], however, the evolution of TDS
in laser network has not yet been addressed. Hence, the TDS property of chaotic signals in
network of SLs deserves much more attention, and it is worth to explore novel techniques to
broaden chaotic regions with TDS concealment in SLs. In such way, multiple chaotic signals with
TDS suppression in wide parameter regions can be simultaneously generated, which is helpful for
increasing the bit rate of chaos-based RBGs.
In this work, we propose to conceal TDS in small ring network of three mutually-coupled
SLs by introducing heterogeneous coupling delays. For the purpose of comparison, the TDS
properties in ring network with identical coupling delays are also considered. For clarity, we
denote RNI network as ring network with identical delays, RNH network as ring network with
heterogeneous delays. The TDS is evaluated by auto-correlation function (ACF) and the effects of
three practically controllable parameters, the coupling strength, frequency detuning and injection
current are mainly examined, and the key factors that determine the TDS concealment are also
suggested.

1 Theory and model
1.1
70

Rate equation model

Our models are based on the well-known Lang-Kobayashi (LK) equations [24], by
incorporating heterogeneity in coupling delays for the small ring network, the rate equation are
described as follows[12],[24]:
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(2)

g ( N m (t )  N 0 )
1+s | Em (t ) |2

(3)

Where subscripts m  1, 2,3 and n  1, 2,3 stand for three SLs. The second term on the right hind
side of Eq.1 denotes mutual coupling,
For convenience, we consider

kmn =knm

kmn =knm =kr

is the coupling strength, and mn is coupling delay.

and  mn   nm = r unless otherwise stated. m is the

angular frequency of the SLs, the frequency detuning is defined as mn  m  n =2πΔf mn .The
80

other typical parameters are
is g  1.5 10 s
4

1

,

carrier

: linewidth enhancement factor   5 , differential gain

[12]

number

at

transparency N0  1.5 108 ,

gain

saturation

coefficient s  5 107 , photon lifetime  p  2 ps , carrier lifetime  e  2ns , electron
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With

these

typical

parameters,

the

threshold

current

is Ith  q( N0  1/  p / g )  e  14.7 mA , I m is the injection current. D=104 s-1 is the noise strength.
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We numerically solve the equations by the fourth order Runge-Kutta method with an integration
step of 0.5ps .

1.2

TDS quantifier

To identify the TDS, we introduce time-dependent ACF of chaotic time series Cm (t ) , which can
be expressed as follows [12]:
Cm (t ) 

90

 [ I m (t  t )  I m (t  t ) ][ I m (t )  I m (t ) ] 

(4)

 [ I m (t  t )  I m (t  t ) ]2  [ I m (t )  I m (t ) ]2 

Where I m (t ) | Em (t ) |2 ,   denotes time average, t denotes lag time.
To quantitatively evaluate the TD signature, we define the peak/valley value in vicinity W (T ) as

m  max | Cm (t ) ||tW (T ) , where W (T )  [1ns,10ns] . A low value of  m indicate better TDS
concealment.
95

2 TDS properties for ring network of three mutually coupled SLs
At first, we consider identical center wavelength for three SLs, namely f12  f13  0 , and the coupling
strengths

and

coupling

delays

are

symmetrical

in

the

ring

network,

which

are

fixed

at k12  k13 =k23  kr  25ns , 12  13   23   r =2ns . The outputs in the time and frequency domains, as well
-1

as the corresponding ACFs for SLs in RNI network are shown in Fig.1. Here, the intensity is defined as

100

 denotes the
I m (t ) | Em (t ) |2 , the power spectrum is calculated by | FT{I m (t )}|2 , where FT{}

Fourier transform. It can be found that, for three SLs, the outputs exhibit fully developed chaotic
dynamics. Obvious peaks with periodical modulation pattern can be observed in the power
spectrum as shown in Figs.1 (a2), (b2), and (c2), and moreover, the interval between the peaks
from the frequency domain is f  0.5GHz , which is just the reciprocal of the coupling
105

delay  r  2 ns . Moreover, there are peak values at t =  2ns and the multiples in Figs.1 (a3), (b3),
and (c3). That is to say, the TDS cannot be concealed from all the three sets of chaotic signals when the three
coupling delays are identical in the ring network.

110

Fig.1. The outputs in the time and frequency domains, and the corresponding ACF functions for the three SLs,
with f12  f13  0 , k12  k13 =k23  kr  25ns-1 , I m  20 mA , 12  13  23   r =2ns .

Correspondingly, the outputs in the time and frequency domains, as well as the corresponding
-3-
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ACFs for SLs in RNH network are shown in Fig.2. Here, the coupling delays are randomly chosen
as 12   r ,13  1.1 r , 23  0.8 r . Interestingly, by intentionally introducing the asymmetrical coupling delays,
115
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while the time traces show no apparent change in the dynamical behavior, the power spectrum and ACF
show evidence of clear changes, no period modulation pattern can be seen in the power spectrum, no
obvious peak can be observed in any one ACF, indicating that the TDS concealment is achieved in all three
chaotic SLs. Hence, three sets of chaotic signals with TDS concealment can be simultaneously generated in
ring network with heterogeneous coupling delays.

Fig.2 The same as in Fig.1 but with 12   r ,13  1.1 r , 23  0.8 r .

Next, we are interested in the parameter regions that contributing to successful TDS concealment in
ring network of three MCSLs, and try to identify the key factors that determine the TDS concealment. For
the purpose of comparison, the evolutions of TDS for both RNI and RNH networks are presented. The
effects of coupling strength, injection current, as well as frequency detuning are examined carefully in the
following.
The values of  m as functions of coupling strength for different values of I m are presented in
Fig.3. Here, we consider the operation frequencies of three SLs are identical. As can be seen from
Fig.3 (a1), for I m  17 mA , the values of 1 are relative high for RNI network for the majority
coupling strengths, while for RNH network, the values of 1 are smaller than those for RNI
network under the same condition of coupling strength. Besides, there exists a critical coupling
strength, denote as krc , and the values of 1 increased sharply when the coupling strength exceed
this critical value. Satisfactory TDS concealment can be achieved for kr  krc  15ns-1 for RNI

135

network, while for kr  krc  30ns-1 for RNH network. For I m  20mA , as shown in Fig.3 (b1), the
values of 1 for RNH network are also much lower than those for RNI network. Besides,
compared to the case of I m  17 mA , the critical coupling strength moves to larger kr, i.e.,
krc  20ns-1 for RNI network and krc  50ns-1 for RNH network. For even higher injection

current I m  25mA , the critical coupling strength shown in Fig.3 (c1) is further increased, i.e.,
140

krc  30ns-1 for RNI network. For RNH network, the critical coupling strength is greatly increased

and beyond the considered range, and thus, the values of 1 keep around low level for almost all
the considered coupling strength. As can be seen from Figs.3 (a2)-(c3), the trends for  2 and 3
are similar to that for 1 .Low values of three  m are favored by larger bias current and lower
-4-
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coupling strength. Besides, the region of coupling strength contributing to successful TDS
concealment are much wider for RNH network, indicating that heterogeneous delays are desired to
obtain better TDS concealment.
We also consider the evolution of TDS in ring network with mismatched frequencies. For the
case of f12  10GHz, f13  0 , the values of  m as a function of kr are presented in Fig. 4
correspondingly. It can be seen that, the overall trends are not modified by the frequency detuning,
but the values of krc are slightly different. For I m  17 mA , the critical coupling strength is
krc  20ns-1 for RNI network, and krc  30ns-1 for RNH network. For I m =20mA , the critical

coupling strength is increased to krc  25ns-1 for RNI network and krc  50ns-1 for RNH network.
For I m =25mA , the critical coupling strength is krc  30ns-1 for RNI network, while for RNH
network, the TDS keeps around low level for all the considered coupling strength.

155

160

Fig.3  m as a function of k r for I m =17mA (left column), I m =20mA (middle column), I m =25mA (right column) for
RNI network and for RNH network, f12  f13  0 . The lines with circles (stars) correspond to RNI network
with 12  13  23   r (RNH network with 12   r ,13  1.1 r , 23  0.8 r )

Fig.4. The same as in Fig.3, but for f12  10GHz, f13  0 .
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In order to show the evolution pattern of TDS in parameter space for ring network of three
MCSLs, two dimensional maps of  m in the parameter space of frequency detuning and coupling
165

170
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strength are further presented in Fig.5 and Fig.6 for different injection current. It is verified that,
the evolution pattern for three  m are similar, and the low TDS regions are mainly located at the
bottom side with lower coupling strength for all the frequency detuning, indicating that the
coupling strength plays a more important role in the TDS concealment than the frequency
detuning. Besides, the parameter regions contributing to low TDS value for RNH network are
much wider than those for RNI network. By comparing the parameter regions for different
injection currents, it can be seen that, the low TDS regions are much wider in Fig.6 than the
counterpart in Fig.5, especially for RNH network. That is to say, higher injection current leads to
much wider low TDS region. Hence, it can be concluded that, the injection current and coupling
strength are two key factors that determine the TDS concealment.

Fig.5. Two dimensional maps of  m in the parameter space of k r and f12 for RNI network (left column) and RNH
network (right column), with kmn =knm =kr , f13  0 , I m  20 mA .(a1,b1) 1 ,(a2,b2)  2 ,(a3,b3) 3 .

Fig.6. The same as in Fig.5 but for I m  25 mA .
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Without loss of generality, we also consider some other coupling delays. Here, we fix
f12  f13  0 , k12  k13 =k23  kr  25ns-1 , I m  20 mA ,  r =2ns , and present the ACFs for different
combinations of coupling delays in Fig.7. For 12  13   23 obvious peak can be observed in the
three ACFs, while for the case of 12   r ,13  1.5 r , 23  0.5 r three coupling delays satisfy
12  2 23 ,13  3 23 , the peaks can also be observed even the peak height are lower than those for the

185
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case of identical coupling delays. Fortunately, the TDS can be well concealed for the rest
considered coupling delays combinations. That is to say, the TDS concealment can be easily
realized by adopting heterogeneous coupling delays in ring network.

Fig.7. ACF functions for the three SLs, f12  f13  0 , k12  k13 =k23  kr  25ns-1 , I m  20 mA ,  r =2ns , (a)
12  13   23 , (b) 12   r ,13  1.5 r , 23  0.5 r ,(c) 12   r ,13  1.2 r , 23  0.8 r , (d) 12   r ,13  1.1 r ,

 23  0.8 r , (e) 12   r ,13  0.9 r , 23  0.8 r , (f) 12   r ,13  1.15 r , 23  0.8 r .

3 Conclusion

195
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In this paper, the evolution of TDS in ring network of three MCSLs is investigated
quantitatively. It is shown that, compared to SL network with identical coupling delays, the TDS
can be better concealed in ring network with heterogeneous delays. Besides, injection current and
coupling strength are two key factors that determine the TDS property, and larger injection current
as well as lower coupling strength are desired to obtain better TDS concealment. With such a
scheme, multiple chaotic outputs can be simultaneously obtained in wide parameter space, which
is extremely useful for increasing the bit rate of resulted random bits.
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基于异构时延耦合半导体激光器环形
网络的多路无时延特征混沌激光并行输出
项水英，文爱军，林林，张慧星，张浩，郭星星，李甲福
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（西安电子科技大学综合业务网理论及关键技术国家重点实验室）
摘要：本文基于互注入半导体激光器构建了环形网络，对比研究了等时延耦合环形网络和异
构时延耦合环形网络的激光混沌信号的时延隐蔽性。采用自相关函数作为混沌时延的评价指
标，定量研究了耦合强度、频率失谐、注入电流以及耦合时延的影响，给出了产生无时延特
征混沌激光的参数区域。结果表明，注入电流及耦合强度是决定时延隐蔽性的主要因素，而
频率失谐对时延隐蔽性的影响较小。当激光器工作在较大注入电流及较低的耦合强度时，可
实现 3 路无时延特征激光混沌信号的并行输出。通过引入异构耦合时延，可大大拓宽环形网
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络中三个激光器产生无时延特征混沌激光的工作区域，对基于激光混沌的高速随机数产生器
具有重要意义。
关键词：混沌；半导体激光器；时延特征；环形网络
中图分类号：N93
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